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About This Game

Tower 3D is 3D interpretation of the world-famous puzzle game. Now for the completing you need to collect entire rows in two
planes and try not to reach the upper limit, crossing which you will lose.

The game has only one level and it is infinite, you will have to connect your logical and spatial thinking to reach the greatest
number of points. Points, in turn, are given for each set figure and destroyed row.

Features:
-Familiar mechanics of the game

-New 3D shapes
-The ability to learn your place in the overall ranking

-Simple 3D graphics
-Addictive gameplay
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Title: 3D Tower
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mikhail Melnikov
Publisher:
Mikhail Melnikov
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English,Russian
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A+++

This man and his young daughter have created a masterpiece.

Very accessible and charming. I like it more than Call Of Duty and Fallout.. Pretty good game for the price :) more at the
summer price steam. If u like game like Dungeon Master its for u. Graphic are pretty good and we have a good variety of skill.
Haha funny stuff, they should make more!!!. It's needlessly maze like, a bunch of dead ends that really add nothing to the game.
It's too easy, just paralyze every boss with the MC once you hit level 6 or so. Save often especailly one you get to the ultima gate
as you have a chance of getting stuck on the islands when you're jumping across the lava, and since the interract points are at the
end there is no way to get off if you do get stuck.. These guys work hard and have proved a lot of people wrong, including
myself.
Edit: Seriously? mostly negative for a game thats updated to this extent? i bet you lot are the kind to take a free key to rate up
asset flip games? point is the people down voting this game are either children or morons. developer has clearly worked and still
is working hard on a game he prob hasn't made any money from.. This is a quick ninja platforming game. It's not bad but it's not
that complex. Keyboard controls work just fine and snappy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qUoVRSLWd8. I just started playing this little gem and I already had tons of fun. Many
options to expand your pizzeria and you even need some brains to figure out how much stock to keep at hand and how to price
your pizzas. Much deeper than the childish look it might have on first look. And there are anthro characters. :D Also I'm really
starting to want to know what happens in the story. :) Great!
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Challenging platformer with a unique twist.. WHAT IS THIS???. The game tries to rotate you automatically every time you
teleport. This means you have to fix your position every time you move. It's infuriating. Maybe it works in 180 degree seated
play, but for standing or roomscale when I'm perfectly capable of moving my real legs, trying to help me out is too obnoxious to
ignore.. This game is quite simple; an open world with different layouts, abandoned buildings, ruins, forests and even in a
sandstorm its fun to play with the various weapons, a pistol, rocket launchers, mines, automatic rifles, but its all very basic,
needle has to say, the game runs virtually on any PC, unless you have a bad connection this game will work with no problems in
multiplayer. They managed to implement a decent fire/hit system.
This is a game to be played with at least two or more players, or feel free to venture in every layout though there is not much to
discover besize finding all the different weapons and other drops.
Simple, effective, recommended to all with a smile.

. Who Will Win?

An island full of spooky skeletons | One Boomerang Boi

Play and find out..... I've been playing for a few days and mostly enjoying it. It reminds me a bit of playing the Paper Mario
games (humor-wise). Also very much like playing a healer in an MMO. A lot of fun here. Only annoyance is the slow walk
speed in the world - where are my pokemon game sneakers (run)? Definitely, recommend this one.. I have always identified as a
sperm, so I feel like this game is what lets me finally express myself and is what has helped me come out has transpermic.
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